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DRIVING TOWARD INNOVATION

Valley
Josh Wein
WALK INTO THE “INNOVATION CENTER”—a showpiece of the Nissan Research
Center’s new Sunnyvale outpost—and you might mistake the place for the
break room at a startup. The bright walls—mostly green and orange—surround
equally bright modular furniture that can be pushed and rolled into various configurations. Entire walls are covered in enough white-board paint for Nissan’s
engineers and research partners to draw two full-scale SUVs.
The space is a far cry from anything in the carmaker’s U.S. headquarters in
Tennessee or its global headquarters in Japan, where colors are more muted and
where outsiders see far less of the building’s overall
footprint. But the innovation center is a place for collaboration and brainstorming with the region’s worldclass universities and technology companies, said
Takeshi Mitamura, director for the Nissan Technical
Center North America. Its bright hues are meant to
energize and inspire creativity.
The automobile, a long-standing symbol of
American technological prowess, is evolving again.
Self-driving cars seem closer than ever. Wireless
networks are poised to make the vehicle another
always-connected device. At a recent conference in San Mateo, car executives
sounded more like Web developers speaking about their “APIs” (application
programming interfaces, how software talks to other software) and “SDKs”
(software-development kits).
The explosion in smartphone use has trained customers to expect more from
their devices, said Daniel Shapiro, director of automotive marketing at Santa
Clara-based Nvidia Corp., a maker of graphical processing chips for electronics.
“People spend a lot more on their car than they do on their phone, so they expect
it to perform at least as well,” he said.
With its new research space at 1215 Bordeaux Drive, Nissan joins a mushrooming cluster of auto manufacturers and their suppliers in establishing Bay
Area footholds. They have come to tap the engineering talent concentrated at
Stanford University and the University of California, Berkeley, and to work more
closely with technology companies.
Workers in the 25,000-square-foot property will research autonomous vehicles
and connectivity to the Internet and other infrastructure, with an emphasis on
enhancing the human-machine interaction. Already a Nissan Leaf is being used
in autonomous-car development at RobotCar UK at the University of Oxford.
Google Inc., whose autonomous-vehicle technology drew headlines in 2012, is
based in Mountain View.
Nissan said Feb. 18 it had hired Maarten Sierhuis to lead the new Sunnyvale lab,
which is expected to employ about 60 people. Sierhuis is a former senior research
scientist at NASA Ames Research Center and spent time at IBM and Xerox PARC.
“Maarten’s extensive experience in artificial intelligence and human-machine
interface, along with his relationships within the Silicon Valley tech community
make him the ideal candidate to lead our new Silicon Valley research team,” Carla
Bailo, Nissan Americas senior vice president for research and development, said
in a prepared statement.
Today, Honda, General Motors, BMW, Toyota and Peugeot all have research
units in the region, according to Cornish & Carey Commercial Newmark Knight
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on the cover: Takeshi Mitamura with Nissan’s newly-arrived EPORO Robotic Cars.
Mimicking a school of fish, these robots will help Nissan improve its self-driving technology.

AT LEFT:
The bright color scheme in Sunnyvale is a
big contrast to the muted colors found in
Nissan’s U.S. and Japanese headquarters.

Middle/bottom:
The green and orange palette (with yellow
and blue accents) is echoed throughout
the building.

opposite page:
The exterior gives little hint about
what is waiting inside. Santa Clara’s
Orchard Construction completed the
tenant improvements.

Frank. In June, Ford cut the ribbon on
its Silicon Valley Lab in Palo Alto. Even
industry suppliers have started research
offices here. Last year, Denso International
America Inc., a unit of the Japanese auto
technology supplier and offshoot of
Toyota, said it set up a Silicon Valley R&D
operation to understand how emerging
technologies enhance the human-machine
connection and communication.
Bosch, a major European supplier, has
had a Bay Area location for years. Tokyobased Alpine Electronics, a maker of
in-car entertainment and audio equipment, opened a research center in
Campbell in 2012. And Delphi, whose
global headquarters are in Luxembourg
and which sells auto technology from
powertrain systems to fuel cells to security, told investors in January that it will
expand its Silicon Valley operations.
“We fully believe we will see the sector grow in the valley as the auto industry
continues to evolve into a more electronic
and software-driven industry,” said Phil
Mahoney, a Cornish & Carey Newmark
Knight Frank executive vice president. Most
of the major carmakers are already here,
Mahoney said. “But ‘here’ and ‘how large
they are here’ are two different things.”
Delphi is expanding to collaborate with
the carmakers that have area offices, to
work with technology suppliers who are
interested in working with the auto sector,
and to leverage the local engineering talent, said John Absmeier, director of Delphi’s
Silicon Valley Innovation Center. “It’s sort of
a different mindset around innovation and
engineering here,” Absmeier said. “We want
to bring that into our corporate fabric.”
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“The innovation center is a place for
collaboration and brainstorming with the leading lights of the
region’s world-class universities and technology companies.”
Takeshi Mitamura, Nissan Technical Center North America
Alpine Electronics of Silicon Valley has
a staff of 10 in Campbell. Tom Yamakasi,
its president, said the company realized
it needed a location here after working
with Pandora Media Inc., the Emeryville
Internet radio company, on integrating
Pandora’s service into typical dashboard
technology. “That activity led us to say we
need to be here because of the frequency
with which we need to interact with these
companies,” he said.
Two years ago Nissan set out to renovate a site for its Bay Area research needs.
The single-story building in Sunnyvale’s
Moffett Park fit its requirements: near
Stanford, with easy East Bay access and
a large parking lot where engineers can

test vehicles. And it had enough room
to house a standard cubicle farm, event
space, a research lab and the colorful
innovation center.
Nissan had some unique requirements
for the interior. Certain door openings
needed to be wide enough to allow a fullsized car to roll from the lab into the main
collaboration space. “The building lent
itself very well to what we were trying
to accomplish,” said Lowell Mazon, vice
president of Orchard Construction, which
completed the tenant improvements.
“There was a decent amount of infrastructure that could be reused.”
But Nissan needed a livelier interior
than what the building’s previous tenants

left behind. “One thing we heard right
from the beginning was it needed to be
a more creative and energizing environment,” said Kelly Simcox, the Studio G
architect on the project.
That led to the bright walls in the
innovation center. The green and orange
palette (with yellow and blue accents) is
echoed in the more traditional-looking
and secure cubicle farm. In the lab, the
near-white epoxy floor appears to glow
like something out of a futuristic movie
set. The bright floor helps keep the environment light and clinical but in a positive way, Simcox said. “It says that there’s
serious work being done here that’s in line
with the Nissan brand.”
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